It has been one year since Russia unleashed its barbaric war against Ukraine, violating every international law and smashing the post-World War II European security architecture. For 12 months, the brave Ukrainian men and women have been standing on the frontlines of democracy. The toll has been staggering for Ukraine – thousands have been killed, over 6.5 million have fled to the safety of other countries, 8 million are internally displaced and over 16,000 Ukrainian children have been kidnapped from their families and trafficked into Russia – creating the largest humanitarian crisis Europe has seen since WWII.
Since February 24, 2022, when Russia began its unprovoked, genocidal war against Ukraine, the Ukrainian Congress Committee of America (UCCA.org), the largest umbrella organization representing the interests of nearly 2 million Ukrainian Americans, has been confronting these humanitarian challenges with direct support.

Thanks to your donations, volunteer efforts, and in-kind contributions from our partners, in one year, UCCA has delivered over $30 million dollars in humanitarian aid and tactical assistance:

- Generators: $12 million
- Medical: $3.5 million
- TDU: $1.8 million
- IFAKS: $1.2 million
- IDPs/Refugees: $15 million
Thanks to your support, UCCA has delivered to Ukraine:

- TENS OF THOUSANDS OF IFAKS (INDIVIDUAL FIRST AID KITS) - 1/4 OF UKRAINE'S SUPPLY
- 12,000 GENERATORS, WORTH $11 MILLION
- $60,000 WORTH OF HEATED CLOTHES DONATED BY FIELDSHEER
- $49,000 WORTH OF BOMBAS SOCKS
- $198,000 WORTH OF LLBEAN SLEEPING BAGS
- 10 TONS OF DIAPERS
- 2 TONS OF HYGIENE PRODUCTS
- 11 – 40’ CONTAINERS FILLED WITH CLOTHES, FIRST AID, LINENS, BLANKETS, ETC. AS BASIC HUMANITARIAN AID TO IDPS
- DAILY FREE MEALS IN LVIV, IVANO-FRANKIVSK, KYIV & POLTAVA FOR IDPS AND WOUNDED SOLDIERS
- FULLY EQUIPPED WAREHOUSE, THANKS TO NJ GOVERNOR PHIL MURPHY, AND SECURE STORAGE FACILITY FROM URBAN EDGE PROPERTIES IN MORRIS PLAINS, NJ TO STORE AND SHIP AID.
UCCA Has Delivered Key Medical Aid

OVER $2.5 MILLION OF MEDICAL EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES FROM NORTHWELL HEALTH, CARDINAL HEALTH, FOREST VA MEDICAL, EAST COAST ORTHOTICS & PROSTHETIC CORPS & TRANSPORTED TO HOSPITALS TREATING THE WOUNDED.

FREE TRANSPORT OF OVER 150 PALLETs OF DONATED MEDICAL & SURGICAL SUPPLIES. EXTERNAL FIXATORS AND WOUND VACS TO FRONTLINE HOSPITALS TREATING THE WOUNDED.

PARTNERING WITH THE RACHAEL RAY FOUNDATION, $50,000 DONATION OF MEDICAL SUPPLIES FOR A HOSPITAL TREATING CHILDREN INJURED BY THE AGGRESSOR’S BRUTALITY.

PRIOR TO THE WAR, UCCA PARTNERED WITH AICM-UKRAINE TO FULLY STOCK WAREHOUSES WITH MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL SUPPLIES. THIS PARTNERSHIP CONTINUES TO THIS DAY, PROCURING AND DISTRIBUTING MEDICAL SUPPLIES AND HUMANITARIAN AID.

UCCA Has Supported Territorial Defense Units on the Frontlines

UCCA WAS THE FIRST TO PURCHASE AND DELIVER HALF A MILLION DOLLARS’ WORTH OF DRONES TO UKRAINE.

SUPPLIED A QUARTER OF A MILLION DOLLARS’ WORTH OF VEHICLES, INCLUDING A TOMCAR AND EVACUATION VEHICLES.

PROCURING HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS’ WORTH OF OPTICAL AND COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT, INCLUDING NIGHT VISION AND BEARTOOTH COMMUNICATIONS.

20,000 MRES FOR TERRITORIAL DEFENSE UNITS.
Having a long-term commitment to Ukraine and working with trusted and vetted partners on the ground, UCCA can ensure that 100% of your financial donations have been used for the acquisition and delivery of goods to where they are needed most - to trusted partners, IDPs/refugees and to those defending Ukraine’s sovereignty. UCCA’s #SupportUkraine Humanitarian Aid program is proud to work with such known personalities as Rachael Ray; committed organization as Operation White Stork, AICM-Ukraine, UCCA Kyiv Bureau, Oberig-26 and UkraineFriends.org; and in-kind contributors such as Bombas, East Coast Orthotic & Prosthetic Corp, Fieldsheer Heated Clothes, LLBean, Medline, Northwell Health Alliance, among others.